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Summary
On 26th July 2005 the Isle of Man registered heavy lift vessel “CEC Pacific”
was discharging a barge, carried as deck cargo, into the sea at Zanzibar when
one of the vessel’s cranes catastrophically failed causing it to topple into the
water.
The only injury was to the crane driver who escaped once the crane was in
the water and was back at work on light duties the following day.
The barge was consequently found to be of a weight significantly greater than
the declared weight meaning that the crane was operating outside its design
parameters. This report examines the events leading up to the incident, the
incident itself, and an analysis of why this incident occurred.

CEC PACIFIC AFTER NUMBER 2 CRANE FAILURE

A draft copy of this report was circulated to interested parties and where
appropriate their comments have been incorporated in this report.
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1

CEC PACIFIC DESCRIPTION

1.1

The CEC Pacific is a general cargo vessel built in 1992 with two 50
tonne cranes designed for self loading and discharge of heavy lifts.
These are also capable of being twinned to lift up to 100 tonnes within
a specified radius. The ship’s principle dimensions are 80.69 metres
LOA and 2815 GT. The vessel is also fitted with a dedicated ballast
system controlled from the bridge to assist with heavy lift handling.

1.2

The ship trades world wide and on this occasion was fixed to perform
two voyages from Tio in Eritrea to Zanzibar. When the incident
occurred the vessel was at the discharge port for the first voyage.

1.3

The ship is staffed by Filipino officers and crew, all of whom have been
with the Company for a number of years and are trained and familiar in
the operation of heavy lifts.
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2

NARRATIVE OF EVENTS

2.1

On the 10th July 2005 the Vessel commenced loading general cargo at
the finger jetty at Tio for the first of two voyages. On the morning of the
15th July the vessel moved off the pier to an anchorage to enable the
loading of two barges directly from the sea, the first having a declared
weight of 26.5 Tons and the second having a declared weight of 43.9
Tons.

2.2

The first barge was loaded in the tween deck without incident. The
hatch was then closed and the hatch lid prepared to load the second
barge onto it.

2.3

The second barge took four attempts to load. On the first attempt the
barge listed to port so it was lowered back into the water and re-slung.

2.4

On the second attempt the barge was down by the stern so it was once
again lowered to the water and re-slung.

2.5

On the third attempt the barge was lifted out of the water by
approximately 1 metre before the cranes would not heave any more.
The barge was then lowered back to the water. At this point the ships
staff suspected that the barge weighed more than the declared 43.9
Tons.

2.6

The Master contacted the Technical Managers with his concerns and
they advised the vessel to leave the barge behind and sail without it.
The Charterers’ (Clipper Elite Carriers) then contacted the Master who,
after some discussion, agreed to try again.

2.7

On the fourth attempt the load was re-slung and the vessel successfully
loaded the barge on board on the hatch lid at 2300. During the loading
the barge was observed to twist back and forth. The vessel then
departed the anchorage at 2359.

2.8

On the passage to Zanzibar the ships staff inspected the cranes and all
appeared to be in order.

2.9

The vessel arrived at Stone Town anchorage, Zanzibar, after a sea
passage of 10 days, at 0630 on the 26th July 2005. At 0716 the pilot
boarded and the vessel anchored at 0750. The intention was to
discharge the barge from the hatch lid into the sea and then to go
alongside to discharge the remaining cargo onto the quay.

2.10

At approximately 0800 the Captain and the Chief Officer held a safety
meeting for all staff involved with the heavy lift to talk through the plans,
including the required ballast operations. Shortly after this the crew
unlashed the barge and prepared the lifting strops while the Chief
Engineer prepared the ballast system. These strops were the same
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ones used during loading; the only alteration was the insertion of one
extra shackle at the forward end to assist levelling off the load as it had
been loaded with a trim of approx 25 degrees by the stern. These
strops are used for heavy lift operations only and are fully certified.
Once the barge was prepared the crew stood down to wait for the
stevedores to arrive.
2.11

At around 1000, 12 stevedores arrived on board, met the Chief Officer,
and discussed who would be driving the cranes. It was agreed that the
ship’s staff would drive the cranes, the Chief Officer would be in charge
on deck and the stevedores would be assisting with the two tag lines.

2.12

At this time the Chief Officer advised the ship’s staff to get into their
positions. One Able Seaman was in each of the two cranes and the
Second Officer on deck assisting with the tag lines and advising the
stevedores what they could wrap the steadying lines around. All staff
were properly trained and had experience with the Company for a
number of years working with heavy lifts.

2.13

At 1020 the Chief Officer advised the Master that they were ready to
start the lift. The Master contacted the Engine room to ensure that the
ballast was lined up and that they were standing by. The Chief
Engineer confirmed that the ballast system was ready.

2.14

The Chief Officer confirmed with the crane drivers that from now on all
communications from him would be via hand signals.

2.15

The weather conditions during the operation were perfect and within all
acceptable limits. The wash from the nearby ferries had no effect on
the vessel.

2.16

The Chief Officer gave the instruction to No. 1 crane (forward) to take
the weight shortly followed by No. 2 crane (aft). Next the barge was
lifted much the reverse of when it was loaded with the last point of
contact on the hatch lid being the aft starboard side of the barge.

2.17

Once the barge was approx 20cm above the hatch cover the forward
end of the barge swung slowly to port while the aft end swung slowly to
starboard.
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Stern of barge starting to swing to starboard
2.18

The Chief Officer instructed both cranes to stop, followed shortly after
by an instruction to No. 1 to “turn in a bit” to correct the twist and for
No. 2 crane to heave up to bring the barge level. This resulted in the
barge being approx 50 cm above the hatch cover.

2.19

At about this time the Master contacted the Engine room and requested
that they started transferring ballast from the port side to the starboard
side. The engine room confirmed this. This ballast shift was to counter
the weight of the barge as it was swung over the port side to ensure
that the ship stayed as near level as possible.

2.20

The Chief Officer then gave the instruction to start swinging out the
barge slowly. This was done and the instruction was given to stop
when the outboard side of the barge was in line with the coaming. This
was in order to give the ballast time to catch up. After approx 10
seconds the forward end of the barge started twisting outboard. As the
vessel started to list to port the Master instructed the cranes to stop
and requested the Engine room to pump ballast faster. This request
was not acknowledged by the engine room.

Forward end of barge twisting outboard
6
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The forward end of the barge continued to twist outboard and as it did
so the vessel’s list to port increased until the angle of list was
approximately 10 degrees. It was at this time that both cranes started
to be dragged outboard by the combination of list and the weight of the
barge.

Vessel listing to port as barge swings over the side rail
2.22

7

Tag lines were used to try and control the swing and consisted of
narrow diameter mooring ropes (approx 45mm). The only places that
they could safely be wrapped around were the pad eyes on the side of
the hatch coamings. There was a minimum of three men on each line
and from the video coverage of the incident it can be clearly seen that
there was no effective use of these tag lines.
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Vessels list increasing as cranes being dragged outboard by the weight
of the barge. Note forward tag line, tight but not holding
2.23

As the barge continued to swing outboard the forward line appeared to
be tight as this had been wrapped around a pad eye as discussed
above. However this also proved to be ineffective as it did not check
the swing.

2.24

Both crane drivers heard a metal on metal sound coming from the slew
bearings of both of the cranes. Both No. 1 and No. 2 crane drivers
attempted to correct the slewing motion outboard by moving the control
sticks over to the opposite direction (inboard). This had no effect.

Moments before cranes ordered to slack the barge into the water
2.25

8

When the load was suspended over the water, the Master by VHF
handheld radio and the Chief Officer by hand signals, instructed both
cranes to lower the barge down into the water. No. 1 crane did this until
the barge was in the water and the hoist wire was slack. At the same
time as the order was given to lower the barge into the water the driver
of No. 2 crane, on being unable to correct the adverse slewing, and on
hearing a metal on metal grinding sound, pressed the emergency stop
and the crane powered down.
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Last image before No 2 crane detached. No.1 crane slacking to water.
2.26

Once all the weight was off No. 1 crane due to the barge being lowered
into the water, more weight was transferred on to No. 2 crane. The
weight on the crane proved too great causing the slew bearing to fail
catastrophically.

2.27

No 2 crane sheared at this bearing and toppled into the sea with the
driver still in the cab.
(a)

(b)

Number 2 crane pedestal after the incident
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Damage to slew gear showing area through which bearings had torn
(b)

Damage to slew gear showing bent slewing gear
2.28

The crane sheared off the pedestal at the slew ring (see images
above). Investigation of the incident demonstrated that this was the
single point of failure on the crane. The driver was able to exit the cab
via the pedestal while submerged, but before the crane hit the seabed
sealing off this escape route.

2.29

No 1 crane driver, at the same time exited his crane via the usual route
inside the pedestal for fear of his crane also falling into the sea.

2.30

No. 2 crane driver was back at work the following day on light duties
having sustained minor bruises.
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Final resting place of Number 2 crane in the sea, supported on the barge
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3

COMMENTS AND ANALYSIS

3.1

Shipboard Cranes

3.2

The vessel is equipped with two Hagglund MTT multi-purpose slim type
cranes, type GPS 630-2518.5/509.25, Serial numbers 721-736/797800 manufactured in 1991. The cranes are used for cargo handling.

3.3

The cranes have a lifting capacity of 50 tonnes at a radius of 9.25
metres decreasing to 25 tonnes at a maximum outreach of 18.5 metres
using a four reeving1 and two reeving arrangement respectively. They
also have auxiliary winching facilities 6.3 tonnes at 17.8 metres
outreach.

3.4

There is no facility for operating the cranes together through a master
and slave arrangement. During the loading and discharging both
cranes were used in a tandem lift being driven independently. This is
an acceptable mode of operation.

3.5

The CEC Pacific is designed for the type of weight as presented. The
vessels maximum lifting capacity is 100 tonnes when the cranes are
twinned and the lift remains within the 50 tonnes SWL radius, but for
this lift it was not possible to remain within the 9.25 metre radius. The
barge was outside the limits for the reach of the cranes to remain within
the 50TONNES limit which, as the weight was presented, would not
have caused any concerns.

.
Number 1. Crane

1

Reeving: Number of parts of wire passing between two blocks.
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4

Weight of the barge

4.1

The barge is part of a floating pontoon with the trade name of
“flexifloat” that was delivered to the vessel in four sections. Each
section consists of separate compartments joined together with cleats.
The barge which was attached to the cranes when the incident
occurred was made up of 2 x Quadrafloats and 1 x Duofloat joined
together by cleats.

4.2

The declared weight of the barge was 43.9 Tons.
43.9 Short Tons = 39.8 metric tonnes
43.9 Long Tons = 44.6 metric tonnes

4.3

As the vessel works in metric tonnes the vessel assumed the weight to
be 43.9 tonnes. Had the weight been expressed in Long Tons then this
would have been equivalent to a weight of 44.6 tonnes, still within the
crane limits. The ships staff were working on the load for each crane to
be 22 tonnes and therefore within the limits of the outreach.

4.4

Four barges were loaded.
The only information provided by the charterers’ on these barges was
as follows:
Ex.
Description
No. Weight Volume
Harbour
Tons
cbm
Eritrea

1 x Quadrafloat & 1 x Duofloat

1

26.5

118.89

Eritrea

1 x Quadrafloat & 1 x Duofloat

1

26.5

118.89

Eritrea

1 x Quadrafloat & 1 x Duofloat

1

26.5

118.89

Eritrea

2 x Quadrafloat & 1 x Duofloat

1

43.9

237.77

4.5

The first three that were loaded were described as a 1 x Quadrafloat &
1 x Duofloat with a declared weight of 26.5 Tons. Two of these were
loaded in the lower hold while the third was loaded into the tween deck.
The fourth and last to be loaded was described as 2 x Quadrafloat & 1
x Duofloat with a declared weight of 43.9 Tons.

4.6

The first three had nothing added on their decks.

4.7

The last barge had the addition of 2 x hydraulic power packs, 1 x
windlass, 1 x anchor and two steel plates to square off the barge. The
vessels staff assumed that all this was included in the weight of the
barge as declared by the charterers’’.

4.8

The last barge, by means of a makers plate on its side, appears to be
manufactured by Robishaw Engineering of Houston, or possibly by
their former licensee in Holland. From the dimensions of the barge as
measured locally they appear to be 2 x S-70 Quadrafloats and 1 x S-70
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Duofloat. This has been confirmed by Robishaw Engineering. Whether
these were manufactured in either of the two factories the weights
would not deviate significantly from the initial design. The weights from
the design sheet are as follows:
S-70 Quadrafloat: 35,600 pounds = 16.15 tonnes
S-70 Duofloat: 18,900 pounds = 8.57 tonnes
4.9

This would put the weight of the barge arrangement (not including the
power packs, winch, steel plates and anchor) as follows:
(16.15 x 2) + 8.57 = 40.87 tonnes

4.10

This ties in approximately with the charterers’’ declared weight of 43.9
Tons.

4.11

After the event the only way to positively determine the actual weight of
the barge was to perform a draught survey. This was carried out after
the incident and witnessed by four parties, namely: Graig Ship
Management; Owners P + I; Charterers’ P + I and MMSI (Charterers
Machinery and Hull insurers) on 14th August 2005. (See appendix 1).

4.12

At the time of the draught survey the barge had been recovered,
repaired and then pumped out. This damage, which had been repaired,
had been sustained when the crane landed on it after toppling off the
vessel. The result of the draught survey showed that the weight of the
barge at the time of discharging was approximately 64tonnes. This is
well in excess of the declared weight by the charterers’ at 43.9 Tons.
This weight includes items on the barge such as two power packs, a
winch, 2 x steel deck plate extensions, but does not include any weight
of water which may have been already in the barge itself at the time of
loading and discharging.

4.13

Subsequent to the incident the charterers’ advised verbally to Graig
Ship Management that there was 5 cm of water in the barge before it
was loaded. As there is no confirmation of where the sounding was
taken and the barge was loaded after it was floating at an angle of list
there is no way of determining actually how much water was present in
the barge.

4.14

It has been calculated from the draught survey that the actual weight of
the barge, including all the additional items was 64 tonnes. This is in
excess of the declared weight by approximately 20 tonnes. As
discussed further on in this report this discrepancy between the
declared weight and actual weight had the effect of changing the lift
from one which the cranes were designed for, to one outside their
design capabilities.
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4.15

Analysis of the stability after the incident has shown that the vessel has
sufficient stability to load and discharge the barge safely, and that lack
of stability was not a cause of the incident or a factor.

5

Loading the Barge

5.1

The cranes were rigged in 50 tonne mode and plumbed over the barge
ready for a dual lift. On the information supplied by the charterers’ the
ships staff were working on the weight of the barge being 43.9 tonnes.
This would mean that each crane would bear a weight of approximately
22 tonnes and all stability calculations were based on this. As the barge
had no marked centre of gravity or weight marked on it, it was only an
assumption that the barge’s weight would be evenly distributed
between the two cranes.

5.2

On top of the barge there were two hydraulic power packs, a winch,
two steel extension plates and an anchor as can be seen on the picture
following, taken at the load port of Tio prior to lifting it on board.

Barge alongside vessel at Tio prior to being loaded
5.3

15

Duofloats utilise a single watertight compartment. Quadrofloats also
utilise a single watertight compartment unless otherwise specified as
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an option at the time of the build. There is no way of determining if
these barges had this option or not.
5.4

The barge was lifted direct from the sea using the only available lifting
points while it was against the ships side as the image overleaf.

Duofloat

Quadrofloat

Plan of barge showing
different sections

1

Steel Platform
3 Separate Sections
2

3
= lifting point
Quadrofloat

5.5

The first attempt
Crane No. 1 was attached by a double strop to lifting point 1 (See
diagram above for locations) while Crane No. 2 was attached using
two strops to lifting points 2 and 3. The barge listed to port when lifted
so it was decided to rearrange the strops.

5.6

The second attempt
Crane No. 1 was attached to lifting points 1 and 2 using two strops
and Crane No. 2 was attached to the Lifting points 2 and 3 using two
strops. The barge lifted but was trimmed too far down by the aft end
so it was decided to rearrange the strops.

5.7

The third attempt
Crane No. 1 was attached to lifting point 1 and 2 using two strops
while Crane No. 2 was attached to lifting point 3 using a double strop.
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The cranes lifted the load approx 1 metre from the water, at which
point the cranes would not hoist any more.
5.8

It was at this point that the ship’s staff thought that the barge may be
overweight. The Master contacted Graig Ship Management (GSM) to
advise that he could not heave up the barge and that it appeared to be
uneven in weight. GSM advised the Master to leave the load at Tio.
Shortly afterwards the Master received a call from the Charterers’
(Clipper Elite Carriers) and after some discussion the Master agreed to
try again. There was no means for the vessel to verify the weight as the
cranes were not fitted with strain gauges and the vessel does not carry
any load cell links.

5.9

The fourth and successful attempt
Crane No. 1 was attached to lifting point 2 using a double strop while
Crane No. 2 was attached to lifting points 1 and 3 using two strops. The
barge was successfully brought on board although it was noted by
several of the ships staff that the load was twisting back and forth
during the process. The barge was landed on the hatch cover stern first
due to the fact it was trimmed at an angle of approx 25 degrees. See
photograph on the next page.

Loading the barge on board at Tio
5.10
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After loading the barge the Master thought that there may have been
water in the barge causing it to sway. This was not followed up on
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board. There is no explanation for the motion of the barge during
loading, but it is considered possible that water in the barge might have
been moving about as it was lifted, causing variations in the centre of
gravity position. This may have produced this twisting effect which was
also evident as it was lifted during discharge. The evidence of water
and extra weight, being in the barge, is not available but this observed
movement is a strong indicator of its possible presence.
5.11

During loading, the load on each crane has been calculated as follows,
based on the information gathered at the draught survey: (See
Appendix 1 for the draught survey and Appendix 3 for the calculation of
weights on each crane).
Crane No 1: 34.84 tonnes
Crane No 2: 33.92 tonnes

5.12

As loading of the barge took place while it was at the side of the ship,
the outreach of the cranes would have been as shown on the scale
drawing on the next page.
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Scale diagram taken from the load
computer on board the vessel with
the author’s diagrams
superimposed on top in order to
determine the outreach. Scale 1
metre = 0.38 cm.

Limit of outreach
for 50 tonne
SWL
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SWL Scale
5.13

Using the manufacturer’s scale from the crane handbook above:
No. 1 crane outreach 12.5 m. SWL at this point = 29 tonnes.
Actual weight on crane = 34.8 tonnes. 20% overload.
No. 2 crane outreach 15.8m. SWL at this point = 26 tonnes.
Actual weight on crane = 33.9 tonnes. 30% overload.

5.14

After three attempts at lifting the load there should have been enough
evidence for the crew to suspect that the barge was over weight and
beyond the limits of the cranes. However, any concerns the crew may
have had about the weight of the barge were not acted upon or
followed up. In planning for the discharge of the barge no consideration
appears to have been taken about the barge being over the declared
weight, and possibly outside the limit of the cranes.

6

Crane Maintenance

6.1

The cranes were maintained using the TM Master system for issuing
and recording all the routine maintenance tasks to be carried out on the
cranes. The Chief Engineer was responsible for the mechanical,
hydraulic and electrical checks while the Chief Officer was responsible
for the greasing and lubrication. The maintenance is carried out in
accordance with the manufacturer’s handbook.

6.2

No. 1 Crane (Forward)

6.2.1 Lubricating turning/lifting gear: This is performed monthly. July 2004 a
technician from Macgregor, the crane manufacturers, conducted a full
inspection of the cranes and submitted the results to Graig Ship
Management. In January 2005 a hydraulic leak was reported from a
hydraulic ram. By March 2005 this description had gone from “good”
before the leak to “bad” during the leak and onto “acceptable” after the
20
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leak, right up to when the incident occurred, suggesting that the leak
had been reduced but not stopped entirely. This was deemed to be
acceptable to the ship’s staff.
6.2.2 Hydraulic Oil Analysis: This is performed annually with nothing
untoward reported to the vessel. On the 10th July 2005 approximately
40 litres of fresh hydraulic oil was added to the crane hydraulic tank
prior to loading the barge. On the 25th July this was once again
checked prior to discharge and the level in the tank was still the same
so no more oil was added.
6.2.3 Check Crane and Controls: This is performed yearly with nothing
untoward reported.
6.2.4 Crane Limits: No records available.
6.3

No 2 Crane (Aft)

6.3.1 Lubricating turning/lifting gear: This is performed monthly with nothing
untoward reported in the maintenance log. July 2004 a technician from
Macgregor conducted a full inspection of the cranes and submitted the
results to Graig Ship Management.
6.3.2 Hydraulic Oil Analysis: This is performed annually with nothing
untoward reported to the vessel.
6.3.3 Check Crane and Controls: This is performed annually with nothing
untoward reported with the exception of a deformed cab window which
would not close properly.
6.3.4 Crane Limits: March entry read “N/A” (Not Applicable). April: no records
available. May: “Job not done”. June: “job done 21/06/05”. It has not
been possible to determine why the record states N/A for the March
inspection or why for April no records are available. However in June
the Crane Limit check is recorded as being completed on 21/06/05.
There are several reasons why the checks might be omitted, some
valid, some not so, but it is certainly a fault in the record keeping.
6.4

21

It is clear that checking of crane limits was not carried out routinely
although other routine aspects of crane maintenance appear to have
been attended to on a regular basis. It may be the case that this check
has been left out at times when the cranes are not expected to be used
for heavy lifts for a period. Nevertheless the records are uninformative
and unhelpful for a new crew, for example, who might seek to
understand the crane maintenance status. If there was a decision to
omit this test, for whatever reason, it should be stated in the records. It
was also the case that Number 2 crane actually lifted a weight which
was about 30% over its design limits. While there is no direct evidence
to support this, the fact strongly suggests that the crane limits were not
correctly set. Subsequent investigation with the manufacturers has
confirmed that the limits are set by the manufacturer and then sealed. It
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was not possible to determine if these seals were still intact at the time
of the incident.
6.5

It was also discovered that the record of crane tests and certificates for
the wires were found to be incomplete on board the vessel.

7

Operational limits of the cranes

7.1

The cranes on board are Hagglund MTT Type: GPS 6302518.5/509.25.

7.2

They have two modes of operation, 25 Tonne and 50 Tonne. The
change between these two modes is facilitated by moving the middle
block at the crane head2 to achieve either a 2 rope reeving for the 25
tonne mode or a 4 rope reeving for the 50 tonne mode. There is no
requirement to switch over anything in the cab when changing modes.
The crane can also operate as a union purchase3 when single reeved
in combination with the auxiliary winch and this has a SWL of 12.5
tonnes. See diagram on next page.
When in 50 tonne mode the maximum outreach is 9.25 metres.
When in 25 tonne mode the maximum outreach is 18.50 metres.

7.3

The crane hoist limits work on hydraulic pressure and the requirement
of the vessels planned maintenance system is that they are inspected
monthly. These limit checks follow the crane manual instructions but
have been shown to be erratic in frequency as per section 5 of this
report.

7.4

It would appear that the crane limits were in fact working up to a
degree. This was demonstrated during the loading operation as the
hoist winch was unable to lift the barge on the first three attempts as it
is designed to. To override these limits a deliberate action would have
to be made and there is no evidence suggesting this occurred.

7.5

The cranes have an operational limit of 2 degrees for trim of the vessel
and a limit of 5 degrees for the heel of the vessel. During the loading
and discharging operation the trim was under 2 metres and therefore
within the design parameters of the crane with regard to trim at all
times. However as soon as the vessel exceeded 5 degrees of list this
was beyond the operational limits of the slew brakes which were not
able to hold, resulting in the cranes’ being dragged out over the side of
the vessel by the weight of the barge.

2

Crane Head: Furthermost point of a cranes jib from the cab.

3

Union Purchase: Two cranes, each independently plumbed with their hooks joined to
provide a single lifting point. The combination of hoist/lower action of these two hoist wires
provides the lift and athwartship motion of the lift and thereby a rapid transfer for light loads.
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7.6

Once the damaged crane had been recovered from the seabed and
replaced on the vessel, a representative from Crawford Technical
Services was appointed by Graig Ship Management to attend and
compile a report. In conclusion to this report it was stated that the
cranes main “jib appeared to be distorted due to a considerable
overload”.

7.7

In conclusion, the ship’s staff were presuming the weight of the barge
to be the weight declared to them by the charterers’ and as such
prepared their outreach load calculations accordingly. As the barge
was in fact much heavier than the declared weight the crane was in fact
operating outside its design parameters. This was exacerbated by the
list of the vessel as the barge swung out over the side and the sudden
extra load experienced on No. 2 crane when No. 1 crane lowered its
share of the barge load into the water, and as such No. 2 crane failed
catastrophically.
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8

Mode of Failure

8.1

The crane sheared off the pedestal at the slew ring.

8.2

This could only occur if the crane was either operating outside the
design capabilities or if there was a deterioration in the slewing gear.

8.3

Once the crane’s jib was recovered from the water it was observed to
have large areas of buckling consistent with an excessive overload.
2/3rds of the crane’s superstructure was also observed to have buckled
consistent with overloading. With this nature of damage the crane
would have failed at some point and on this occasion the point of failure
was the slew bearing.

8.4

If the slew bearing was defective then this would have failed prior to the
buckling of the cranes superstructure.

9

Planning the discharge operation

9.1

Having loaded the barge and suspected that it may be overweight there
is no evidence to suggest that this suspicion was followed up on board.
The discharge plan was made assuming that the barge still weighed 44
tonnes. This ignores the evidence presented during the loading
process that indicated a load in excess of what was expected.

10

Handling of heavy lifts

10.1

Graig Ship Management are involved with heavy lifts on a regular
basis, and as such the ISM system has a generic information
procedure for heavy lifts covering all classes of vessels in the fleet,
‘Handling of Heavy Lifts, Form CHL 067’ (See appendix 4). This form
was utilised during both the loading and discharging of the barge.

10.2

The following observations in the checklist can be made:- (The text in
italics refers to the text of the checklist and the normal text is the
observation).

10.3

Loading

10.4

Tandem lifts are only to be carried out in daylight due to risk of crane
jibs colliding – The barge was finally loaded on board at 23:00 on the
15th July. Sunset on this day was 18:50 so the final loading was carried
out during darkness.

10.5

Loading and Discharging

10.6

Check centre of gravity and lifting points are marked on the cargo unit –
The centre of gravity was not marked on the barge and the Master
expressed his concern about this to the Technical managers during the
phone call after the first three failed loading attempts. It became
apparent on lifting the barge that the centre of gravity of the unit was
not where it was expected to be. The barge had three lifting points.
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None of these were marked but the relevant box on the Safety
Management Checklist, CHL 067, was checked off.
10.7

Check lifting points are adequate – There were no more lifting points
available on the barge. Staff commented on this matter once the barge
was lifted.

10.8

Loading

10.9

Crew members involved in the operation are to be adequately rested,
minimum of six hours – records indicate that the ship’s staff were not
properly rested on the day the barge was loaded on board at Tio.

10.10 Loading and Discharging
10.11 Heeling tank on the crane side to be approximately 100% capacity,
other side to be empty, for rapid transfer – This is in contradiction with
the working practice on board where both heeling tanks are half full
before a heavy lift cargo operation commences.
11

Ballast Management

11.1

Ballast procedures on heavy lift ships is key to ensuring that the vessel
remains upright, within the crane limits and lifts are transferred safely.
To achieve this the ballast transferred is directly proportional to the
distance a weight is moved horizontally, the ballast being transferred at
a similar rate to the transverse shift of the lift. Control should be a
simple operation controlled by a single person.

11.2

The CEC Pacific has two heeling tanks, Wing Water Ballast (WB) Tank
1 Port and Wing WB Tank 1 Starboard. Each tank has a capacity of
238.4 m3. The ballast valves are situated at the forward bulkhead of the
Engine Room. Situated on this bulkhead is an inclinometer which can
be read easily from the position of the valve controls.

11.3

On the bridge the remote ballast transfer controls are located over to
the port side of the forward consule (see image on following page). The
inclinometer is set on the aft bulkhead nearer to the centre line of the
vessel and behind the consule. This would mean that when operating
the ballast controls the operator, in this case the Master, would
constantly have to look over his shoulder to view it. In reality the Master
would be looking forward to determine which way the vessel was listing
and would have full control of ballast operations during heavy lifts. A
visual appreciation of the heel angle against a horizon is, in any case,
equally effective in a dynamic situation such as the load or discharge
operation.
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Remote ballast control panel on the Bridge
11.4

•

The Master is in control of the ballast, in liaison with the Chief Officer
on deck by means of a hand held radio, during heavy lift operations.

•

The Chief Engineer stands by in the Engine Control Room (also
referred to as the switchboard room) with the Second Engineer at his
side.

•

The Master contacts the Engine Control room with instructions such as
“transfer ballast from port to starboard wing tanks”.

•

The Second Engineer then goes to the ballast pump flat, sets the
valves and switches on the ballast pump. The Second Engineer then
remains at the ballast controls. It takes approximately 15 seconds for
the engineer to get from the control room to the ballast flat, and a
further 5 seconds to set the valves and begin transfer.

•

An Oiler then positions himself between the ballast flat and the Engine
Control Room should more orders need to be relayed between the
Second Engineer and Chief Engineer who do not leave their posts.

11.5
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The remote ballast controls on the CEC Pacific had not been in use for
some time and the accepted practice on board was to follow the
procedure detailed below using a chain of communication to the Engine
Room:

In order to enable the remote ballast controls to operate as the ship
had been originally designed one of the pneumatic activator rods that
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had been removed would need to be replaced ( the current
arrangement is that this has been removed and the spindle is turned
with an adjustable spanner, see image below). Some of the indicator
bulbs on the bridge panel would also need to be replaced and the
system fully restored and tested to remote operation.
11.6

As the spindle requires an adjustable spanner to operate the valve this
demonstrates that the system is not “as designed” and should not be
operated in this way. The current arrangements mean that the engineer
has to activate the pneumatic valves from the mimic board in the
ballast flat and then remember to activate the one valve that has had its
actuator removed by hand.

Adjustable
spanner
used to
activate
the valve

Valve
spindle

11.7

The ballast system allows for two pumps to be used. In practice one
pump only is used and this has a capacity of 150 cubic metres/hour
which is deemed sufficient by the ship’s staff considering the size of
tanks. The time taken from receiving an instruction from the bridge to
actually starting ballast was measured as being approximately 20
seconds. To get the second pump (General Service Pump) on line and
pumping ballast requires a further 20 seconds.

11.8

With the current ballast set up on board the vessel it was not possible
for the Master to influence the ballast quickly enough to react to the
rapidly developing situation. In the event, the speed of events was so
quick, as the barge carried away over the vessels port side, that the
rate of change of list would have been faster than the capabilities of the
ballast system, even if both pumps had been running.

11.9

Although the system of controlling ballast on board this vessel had
lapsed from a designed system to one of a “make-do” system, it would
not have contributed to the incident. However this lack of quick
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interaction between the ballast and demonstrates the ineffectiveness of
the system used on the CEC Pacific.
11.10 The fact that the second order was not received by the Chief Engineer
to increase the ballast transfer speed reinforces the above conclusion.
If the system was used as designed then the Master would have been
able to start the second pump and increase the transfer rate within
seconds.
11.11 It is also noted that checklist CHL 067 is described as being guidelines
only. The purpose of a checklist is that it provides a series of steps that
must be undertaken in performing an operation.
11.12 Two anomalies stand out:
•

Why has the Centre of Gravity check box been checked off as
complete, when there was no way of knowing what the Centre of
Gravity of the barge was?

•

The checklist refers to the preparation of the ballast tanks before a
loading and discharge operation. If the CEC Pacific had planned the lift
as per the checklist then the port side heeling tank would be
approximately 100% full while the starboard side would be empty. This
would maximise the effect of the ballast as the vessel would have been
pumping from a tank with maximum head to one with no head,
ensuring that the pumps would be operating at their most efficient. Also
this would ensure that the vessel had a greater quantity of ballast to
transfer rather than limiting the operation to transferring a maximum of
50%, as opposed to the ability to transfer 100% of the contents of the
heeling tanks.

11.13 The CEC Pacific used one ballast pump only as this was deemed
sufficient by the staff on board at the time. However, if two pumps had
been used from the start this would have doubled the transfer rate
giving more effective weight transfer to counteract what was happening
with the lift.
11.14 If the ballast was arranged as per the checklist, and both pumps used
from the start of the operation, then the combination of 11.12 and 11.13
would have ensured that the transfer capacity would have been in the
region of four times as effective as that used on the day. However, due
to the speed of the events it would still not have been effective at
preventing the incident.
11.15 The control of the lift was compromised by the following factors:
•
•
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The vessel was operating only the single ballast pump so limiting the
speed of ballast transfer.
Both heeling tanks were 50% full instead of one side being 100% and
the other empty. Due to the hydrostatic heads in both tanks, this
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reduced the pumping capacity of the pump as well as reducing by
half the amount of ballast that could have been transferred.
•

The semblance of control of the ballast system and thereby the heavy
lift operation was hindered by the time lapse created by the ship’s
manual ballast operation. This time lapse was due to messages being
passed from one person to another instead of one person having
direct control over the ballast system while watching the lift in
progress.

12

Crane Emergency Stop Button

12.1

This button is situated in the crane cab. See picture below:

No. 1 crane controls showing emergency button.
12.2

When this button is pressed all power is cut to the crane and can only
be restored by switching it back on in the Engine Room.

12.3

On hearing the metal on metal sound and seeing things go out of
control the crane driver did what he believed to be the correct line of
action and also as per the instructions in the cab, see picture above.

12.4

It can be concluded that the crane toppled off the vessel as a direct
result of the majority of the barges weight transferring to a single crane
when the power to this crane had been switched off. Had the crane not
been locked then the situation may have been different. In most
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situations when machinery or situations are appearing to get out of
control the normal cause of action is to press the Emergency Stop
button, however on this occasion pressing the Emergency Stop button
exacerbated the situation. The only way, in this situation, of reducing
the stress on the crane would be to lower away the load to the water.
As the Emergency Stop button prevented the lowering mechanism, this
was not possible. Even if it would have been possible to restart the
crane (This has to re-started from the switchboard room in the Engine
Room) it would have been unlikely that there would have been enough
time to lower the barge into the water before the crane became
catastrophically overloaded.
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13

Conclusions

13.1

It is concluded that:

13.2

The crane failed as a direct result of lifting a weight that exceeded its
Safe Working Load (SWL) at the radius of the lift.

13.3

The ship’s crew were presented with information by the charterers’ that
declared the weight of the barge to be 44 Tonnes which was within the
Safe Working Load limits for the two cranes working together. The true
weight was 64 Tonnes which was in excess of the SWL at the radius of
operation.

13.4

The crew had evidence that the weight may have been excessive
during the loading operation but allowed themselves to be persuaded
to carry on anyway.

13.5

Maintenance records for the cranes were poorly kept and do not show
that monthly checks on the crane’s limit settings were carried out.

13.6

The technical specification of the cranes was such that it should not
have been possible for the cranes to lift the weight of this barge.

13.7

The ship’s designed ballast control system had been allowed to fall into
disrepair while the crew managed with a temporary manual
arrangement. This slowed the operation of ballast management and
reduced the ship’s capability to handle heavy lifts safely and properly.
While it did not contribute directly to this incident the temporary nature
of the ship’s ballast control system should mean a reduction in the
stated capability of the ship to handle heavy lifts until such time as it is
restored.

14

Recommendations

14.1
•

The Isle of Man Marine Administration should;
Ensure that this report is circulated as widely as possible to all those
who may have an involvement in heavy lift operations.

14.2

The ship’s managers should;
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•

Consider the carriage of load links on board the vessels so that weights
of lifts can be verified on board.

•

Reinstate the ballast system to “as designed” so that one person is in
immediate control of the heavy lift ballasting arrangements.

CEC Pacific – Crane Failure
•

Urgently review planned maintenance records and the conduct of
planned maintenance in their ships with a view to ensuring that records
are effective and that procedures are being fully carried out.

•

Review shipboard generic guidance on heavy lifts, including clear
guidelines on dealing with lifts which are not marked with a centre of
gravity or weight and which do not have effective lifting arrangements.

14.3
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The ship’s charterers’ should;

•

Consider supplying load links with project cargoes.

•

Ensure that all loads are correctly represented to vessels.
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Appendix 1
Draught Survey on barge
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Appendix 2
Arrival Zanzibar
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Appendix 3
Weight on each crane during loading

1

2

X

Free water in Quadrofloat
(assuming 5cm sounding)
7.9 MT

A

12.19 x 3.02 x 0.05 x 1.025 = 1.89 MT

Quadrofloat

Quadrofloat and
Duofloat

Free water in Quadrofloat and Duofloat
18.23 x 3.02 x 0.05 x 1.025 = 2.82 MT

1.51 m

1.51 m

1.51 m

1.51 m

Weight of winches = 7.9 MT
Weight of Quadrofloat = 25 MT

FREE WATER

Weight of Quadrofloat and Duofloat = 31.15 MT

34.84 MT

33.92MT

Taking moments about A
34.79 x 1.51 + 33.97 x 4.53 = 68.76 x X
52.53 + 153.88 = 68.76 x X
X = 3.0m
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X
34.84 MT

33.92 MT

A
Quadrofloat and
Duofloat

Quadrofloat

1.51 m

1.51 m

1.51 m

1.51 m

FREE WATER

0.02 m

Taking Moments about X
1.53 x $ = 1.49 (68.76 - $)
1.53 x $ = 102.45 – 1.49 $
1.53 x $ + 1.49 X $ = 102.45
3.02 X $ = 102.45
$ = 33.92 MT = weight on Number 2 crane
To determine weight on Number 1 crane
68.76 MT – 33.92 MT = 34.84 MT
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